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“17 & Gone” by Nova Ren Suma takes place in New Jersey and follows the dream-like 

visions that a high school student, Lauren, has about girls who went missing when they were 

seventeen years old and classified as ‘endangered runaways’. These girls interact with her as 

normal people do, but only Lauren can see them. One girl in particular, Abby Sinclair, gives 

Lauren a feeling that she is still alive. Lauren is then convinced that Abby needs her help to save 

her. I recommend this book for people to read because it presents a mysterious storyline, but also 

has a psychological twist.  

 Lauren envisions the girls’ experiences when they went missing as if she were living as 

that person. She feels their emotions and feelings as people bullied, ignored, or abandoned the 

girls. Towards the end of the book, Lauren is taken to a mental facility and questions if 

everything she believed was fake until she sees one girl from her episodes, Fiona Burke. Fiona 

used to be her neighbor until she went missing and then was seen in Lauren’s dream-like states. 

Fiona then convinces Lauren to leave the mental facility and attempt to burn the summer camp 

where Abby went missing. Lauren uncovers that a worker at the camp kidnapped Abby and she 

is still alive, all while envisioning Fiona with her. At the end of the book, Lauren is sent back to 

her home where she pretends that she doesn’t see any of the girls anymore, but actually still sees 

only Fiona. She believes that she has schizophrenia, like her father whom she never met and 

learns that some of the girls in her vision were still alive, while others were found dead. She 

comes to the conclusion that she had made up things about the girls feelings and personalities 



 

after hearing Abby’s voice on the television, which didn’t match up to Abby’s voice in her head. 

She says that Fiona will be in her head talking and being with her as she goes through life and is 

“kept hidden away in her mind where no one can see her...She’s 17, and she’s still here” (Suma 

353).  

A theme in this book is the age seventeen. It represents a time of rebellion against others 

and making stupid decisions. All of the girls who went missing either actually ran away or went 

missing, but were assumed to have run away. They all felt like they didn’t belong in their homes, 

disliked their parents rules, or even wanted to runaway with someone they thought they were in 

love with at the time. Fiona represents Lauren’s seventeen year old self and preserves that age in 

which it was filled with the visions of the other girls. It is the age where Lauren believed that she 

would soon go missing like the others and tried desperately to save Abby, who she assumed to 

still be alive. Fiona is the only girl who stayed in Lauren’s mind, which symbolizes that this 

experience will always stay with her. Lauren says “We’ll spend years together, Fiona and I, like 

childhood friends who grow old side by side. Some might say that means I’ll spend my life being 

haunted. Or that I won’t ever be better because of her. Either way, whatever the explanation, I 

know I’ll forever hear her voice thrumming through my head” (Suma 351). Lauren’s exposure to 

her schizophrenia will stay with her as she grows up and never leave her mind. Fiona, 

symbolizing this illness, serves as a daily reminder of not only her time envisioning the other 

girls, but of her condition. 

This book leaves you questioning whether or not the main character has a mental 

disability or is having a paranormal experience. She encounters apparitions of each girl as if they 

weren’t just figments coming from her imagination. She believed they needed her help and in 



 

order to guide her to save Abby, they communicated with her all the time. When Lauren turned 

seventeen she thought that it changed her like it changed the other girls in her visions when they 

turned the same age. She thought it made her become disconnected from her friends and family 

and instead obsess over girls who she had found on MISSING posters, but never actually met. It 

puts her in danger but has also opened up her mind and ears to be cautious since she has entered 

an age of expected danger (Suma 306). After questioning whether or not she has a disorder and 

taking pills at the mental facility, Lauren stops imagining all the girls except for Fiona. She 

realizes she may actually have a mental disorder as everything the girls in her head made her 

believe started to turn into what they really were. For example, the crystal necklace that she wore 

and claimed to heat up whenever she touched it or when the girls were trying to communicate 

with her, was actually just a rock tied to a string. After she tries to sort out facts from the fiction 

created in her head, the book leans more toward discussing the more realistic aspects of illness. 

This story challenged my assumptions about people who suffer from schizophrenia. I 

never understood how they thought, but I was soon able to get an idea. Lauren suffered a lot of 

the psychological symptoms that people with this diagnosis have such as hallucinations, hearing 

voices, and especially fear. She interacted with the girls in her mind until it consumed her and 

made them all become apart of her. She was also scared that she was doomed to suffer the same 

fate as them. The enigmatic and thrilling aspects that were presented throughout this story made 

it very enjoyable, as well as helping me get a better comprehension about psychological illness.  
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